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NOTICE 

• This instrument generates, uses, and can radiate the energy of radio frequency and, if not installed and used in 
accordance with the instruction manual, may cause harmful interference to the environment, especially radio 
communications. 

• The following actions must be avoided without prior written permission from JEOL Ltd. or its subsidiary company 
responsible for the subject (hereinafter referred to as "JEOL"): modifying the instrument; attaching products other than 
those supplied by JEOL; repairing the instrument, components and parts that have failed, such as replacing pipes in the 
cooling water system, without consulting your JEOL service office; and adjusting the specified parts that only field 
service technicians employed or authorized by JEOL are allowed to adjust, such as bolts or regulators which need to be 
tightened with appropriate torque. Doing any of the above might result in instrument failure and/or a serious accident. If 
any such modification, attachment, replacement or adjustment is made, all the stipulated warranties and preventative 
maintenances and/or services contracted by JEOL or its affiliated company or authorized representative will be void. 

• The term of warranty on the instrument shall be 12 months after acceptance inspection at delivery to you on the premise 
that the product should be used in the normal operating conditions specified in this instruction manual. If the product is 
repaired within the term of warranty, the time required for repair shall not be added to the term of warranty. 

• We shall perform troubleshooting on the instrument according to the condition, contents, and other information of the 
trouble. When a failure occurs within the term of warranty and the product has been used in the specified operating 
conditions, we shall repair the product free of charge if we recognize that the cause of the failure is attributable to our 
responsibility. In the other cases, the product shall be repaired with charge. 

• When we judges that a failure of the instrument should be repaired on our responsibility, we shall replace the product 
with an alternative one or repair it free of charge. We shall hold the right of choice in this case. Even if a failure occurs 
within the term of warranty, the product shall be repaired with charge in the following cases. 

 1. The cause of a failure is attributable to improper handling or storage on your side or the software or 
hardware installed on your side. 

 2. A failure is caused by modifying our product on your side. 

 3. A failure is caused in the product which has been partly modified according to the specifications 
submitted by you that are different from our specifications. 

 4. Wear is caused by your operating conditions. 

 5. Proper maintenance is omitted. 

 6. The product has been destructed or failed by natural disasters (earthquake, lightning, fire, storm and 
flood, etc.). 

 7. We admit that the cause is not attributable to our responsibility. 

• Regardless of the term of warranty, the indemnity for damage or loss of devices or machines other than our product on 
your side that is attributable to a failure of our product shall be exempted from our warranty. A warranty for the liability 
for manufacturing and maintenance of the equipment that was delivered to you 10 years or more ago shall also be 
exempted from our warranty. 

• Replacement parts for maintenance of the instrument functionality and performance are retained and available for seven 
years from the date of installation. Thereafter, some of those parts may be available for a certain period of time, and in 
this case, an extra service charge may be applied for servicing with those parts. Please contact your JEOL service office 
for details before the period of retention has passed. 

• In order to ensure safety in the use of this instrument, the customer is advised to attend to daily maintenance and 
inspection. In addition, JEOL strongly recommends that the customer have the instrument thoroughly checked up by 
field service technicians employed or authorized by JEOL, on the occasion of replacement of expendable parts, or at the 
proper time and interval for preventative maintenance of the instrument. Please note that JEOL will not be held 
responsible for any instrument failure and/or serious accident occurred with the instrument inappropriately controlled or 
managed for the maintenance. 

• After installation or delivery of the instrument, if the instrument is required for the relocation whether it is within the 
facility, transportation, resale whether it is involved with the relocation, or disposition, please be sure to contact your 
JEOL service office. If the instrument is disassembled, moved or transported without the supervision of the personnel 
authorized by JEOL, JEOL will not be held responsible for any loss, damage, accident or problem with the instrument. 
Operating the improperly installed instrument might cause accidents such as water leakage, fire, and electric shock. 

• The information described in this manual, and the specifications and contents of the software described in this manual 
are subject to change without prior notice due to the ongoing improvements made in the instrument. 

• Every effort has been made to ensure that the contents of this instruction manual provide all necessary information on 
the basic operation of the instrument and are correct. However, if you find any missing information or errors on the 



information described in this manual, please advise it to your JEOL service office. 

• In no event shall JEOL be liable for any direct, indirect, special, incidental or consequential damages, or any other 
damages of any kind, including but not limited to loss of use, loss of profits, or loss of data arising out of or in any way 
connected with the use of the information contained in this manual or the software described in this manual. Some 
countries do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the above may not apply to you. 

• This manual and the software described in this manual are copyrighted, all rights reserved by JEOL and/or third-party 
licensors. Except as stated herein, none of the materials may be copied, reproduced, distributed, republished, displayed, 
posted or transmitted in any form or by any means, including, but not limited to, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, 
recording, or otherwise, without the prior written permission of JEOL or the respective copyright owner. 

• When this manual or the software described in this manual is furnished under a license agreement, it may only be used 
or copied in accordance with the terms of such license agreement. 

© Copyright 2004 JEOL Ltd. 

• In some cases, this instrument, the software, and the instruction manual are controlled under the “Foreign Exchange and 
Foreign Trade Control Law” of Japan in compliance with international security export control. If you intend to export 
any of these items, please consult JEOL. Procedures are required to obtain the export license from Japan’s government. 

 

TRADEMARK 

• Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. 

• All other company and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies. 

 

MANUFACTURER 

JEOL Ltd.  
1-2, Musashino 3-chome, Akishima, Tokyo 196-8558 Japan 
Telephone: 81-42-543-1111   
Facsimile: 81-42-546-3353 
URL: http://www.jeol.co.jp  

 

Note: For servicing and inquiries, please contact your JEOL service office. 

 

SERVICE PROVIDER 

JEOL DATUM Ltd. 
1156, Nakagami-cho, Akishima, Tokyo 196-0022 Japan 
Telephone: 81-42-542-2327   
Facsimile: 81-42-542-2156 

   
 

 

 



 
SAFETY PRECAUTIONS 

 
1. Before use 

■ Before using this product, read this manual carefully and understand the correct method of use. 

■ Fully understand safety precautions before operation. Also exercise utmost caution never to 

perform erroneous operation. In the worst case, personal injury or death can result. 

■ After going through this manual and the leaflets attached to component units, keep them at hand 

for immediate reference. 

 

2. Cautions 

The following are general precautions to be followed in using this product.  Always comply with 

them. This product has been carefully checked for normal operation before shipment from the 

factory, but in the initial stage, abnormal actions can happen due to a fault, in aging or for other 

causes. To prevent possible accidents, the operator is requested to take multiple safety measures 

against accidents by considering possible malfunctions of this product and their aftereffects, and 

incorporate multiple safety features in the system or product. 

 

Safety notations are classified into “WARNING” and “CAUTION”.  

 

WARNING : Failure to comply with WARNING can be very dangerous and can lead a 

serious accident, such as loss of life or serious personal injury. 

CAUTION  : Failure to comply with CAUTION can be dangerous and can damage the 

product or cause personal injury. It can also lead to a serious accident depending 

on the situation. Always comply with CAUTION. 

 

Labels using the following graphic symbols are affixed to dangerous locations of the instrument. 

Follow these cautions. 
 

Examples: 

  

Beware of 
electric shock

 

 

  
Beware of 
fire

 



 

 WARNINGS  
 

■ Wiring arrangement 

Always ground the grounding terminal of JEOL instruments to Class A ground (ground resistance 

less than 10Ω) at one point. Otherwise, electric shock or fire can result. 

 

■ Operation 

High voltage is present in this instrument. Never touch the internal components of the power supply 

nor touch an internal component with a tool when it is energized with power. Do not turn on power 

nor operate this instrument with the panel removed. You may get electric shock. Also keep your 

hand off a rotating part. You may get injured on contact with it. 

 

■ Maintenance 

High voltage is present in this instrument. Never touch the internal part of the power supply when it 

is energized with power. You may get electric shock. Before access to components in the power 

supply, turn off the main power to the instrument. 

 

 

 CAUTIONS  
 

■ Receiving check 

Upon receipt of an instrument or part, make sure that it is the correct one you ordered. 

 

■ Installation location 

Never use the instrument in a place where temperature and/or humidity is high, the instrument may 

be splashed with water, in an atmosphere of corrosive or combustible gas or in the vicinity of 

inflammable gas nor in a place where dust or metal particles are present. Failure of the instrument, 

electric shock, fire or explosion can result. 

 

■ Wiring 

Arrange all cables correctly and connect them securely.  

 

■ Operation 

・ In the initial stage of test run, do not run the instrument under full load to avoid unforeseen 

accidents. 

   



・ If the instrument is used as a component of a system, provide an interlock and emergency stop 

switch to eliminate the risk of danger. Otherwise, you may get injured. 

・ If an alarm is given, eliminate its cause and reset the instrument after checking for safety before 

restarting operation. Otherwise, you may get injured. 

 

■ Inspection and Maintenance 

Do not change the wiring to this instrument and to the user’s equipment energized with power. You 

may get electric shock or injured or the instrument may be damaged. 

 
 
● Cautions in installing the instrument 
 
■ Operate the instrument at an ambient temperature of 5°C to 40°C and an ambient 

humidity of 90% or less. 
・ Do not install the instrument in a place where conductive powder like dust particles or metal 

powder, oil mist, cutting fluid, water content, salt, organic solvent, etc. are present. 

・ Do not install the instrument in a place bathed with direct sunlight or radiation heat. 

・ Do not install the instrument in a place where high intensity electric field or high intensity 

magnetic field is generated or a place where the instrument may be subject to electromagnetic 

interference, electrostatic discharge or radio frequency interference. 

・ Do not install the instrument in a place where vibration or impact is transmitted to the instrument. 

・ Provide the following space around the instrument for ventilation, heat exhaust and maintenance. 

1 m on the front, 1 m on the back, 1 m on the side, 0.3 m above the instrument 

* Secure space for maintenance. 

・ The floor should be rigid enough to withstand the instrument weight and be free from vibration 

from outside. 

 

 

● Cautions in incorporating the instrument into user’s system 

・ When installing a part of this instrument in a system, make sure that the temperature in the 

instrument does not exceed 5°C to 40°C by cooling components in the system, and others. 

・ If there is a source of vibration near the instrument, install a shock absorber or other to hold the 

vibration transmitted to this instrument below the specified level of 0.5 G.  

 

 

   



● Cautions in Wiring Arrangement 
 
■ In wiring arrangement, see to it that the diameter of wiring, type of wiring and 

maximum wiring length do not exceed the specified values. 
■ Take the following actions against noise. 

・ Install a noise filter as close to the controller as possible. 

・ Install surge absorbing circuits for relays, electromagnetic contactors, solenoids, and other coils. 

・ In making wiring arrangement, lay power lines (AC power line, motor line, etc.) and signal lines 

more than 30 cm away from each other. Do not pass them in the same duct nor bind them 

together. 

Keep high voltage cables and other wiring more than 50 cm away from each other (except 

when accommodating them in a shielded wiring duct.) Do not accommodate them in the same 

duct or bind them together. 

・ If the instrument is operated on the same power as that for an electric welding machine, electric 

discharge machine or other or if there is a high-frequency noise generating source nearby, 

though the same power is not used, install noise filters in the power supply and input circuit, .  

・ When a load (electron beam gun for deposition) is connected to the instrument, arc discharge 

may be produced depending on the operating conditions on the load side and may generate 

high-frequency spike noise. This may cause malfunction of and damage to components of the 

user’s system. Check the entire system for earth wiring and wiring arrangement to make the 

instrument immune from them. Also install a surge absorbing circuit and an insulation amplifier 

on parts that may be affected by such noise. 

■ See to it that cables are free from bend or tension. 
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2. Features  
 

A) The following models are available to meet various operating conditions of EB source such as the type of 
evaporant and the evaporation rate.  
JST- 3F: 6 kW (-8 kV, 0.8A)  
JST-l0F:  l0kW (-l0 kV, 1 A )  
JST-16F: 16 kW (-l0 kV, 1.6 A)  

 
B) JST-F is an energy-saving type utilizing SCR control.   
 
C) Installation of the Arc Suppressor (ST-AS10F, option) allows arc discharges to be suppressed in a short 

time. Also, the noise due to discharges can be reduced to about l/2 to l/10 (according to measurement 
results obtained with JEOL-made device).  

 
D) There are provided 14 inputs and 9 outputs, and when options are added, there are 39 inputs and 18 outputs, 

to make the system better suited for automated operation.  
 
E) Setting of external signals for SCAN control is possible with signal levels of 0 to +l0V DC.  
 
F) Setting of external signals for EMISSION control is possible with signal levels of 0 to –l0 V DC, and 

COARSE/FINE changeover is possible to improve EMISSION control accuracy.  
(When FINE is selected, it is possible to set from maximum EMISSION to low EMISSION at –l0V.)  

 
G) The setting unit for EMISSION. X/Y POSITION, X/Y SCAN is installed on CONTROLLER by means of 

a magnet catch. Removing it and installing with extension cable converts the unit into a remote controller.  
Note: Control is possible while watching the crucible of GUN.  

 

H) Many options are installable.  
Addition of various options allows selective or simultaneous use of two GUNs, and external signal control.  

 

I) It is not necessary to add an option or modify the circuitry according to GUN to be used; it is only 
necessary to install switches in CONTROLLER.  

 

J) Trouble or abnormality on JST-F is detected and indicated by ALARM system.  
 
K) GUN's filament burnout and shorting is detected and indicated.  
 
L) Maximum setting of X/Y POSITION and X/Y SCAN can be carried out easily, eliminating the fear of 

erroneously applying EB from GUN directly to the crucible.  
 
M) Provided with a detection circuit for the phase rotation abnormality of a 3-phase 200 V input.  
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[2] SPECIFICATIONS  
 

1. Input Power Supply for JST-F Series EB Source Power Supply (JST-F)  
A) Input power:   3-phase 200 V (±10%), 10 kVA for JST-3F or  

15 kVA for JST-10F or  
25 kVA for JST-16F  

B) Frequency:   50/60 Hz  
C) Waveform:   Sine wave  

Note: No harmonic component should be contained.  

D) Grounding:   10 ohms or less  
Note: An input power supply, input cable and grounding cable should be provided by the user.  

 

2. Outputs  
A) Accelerating voltage (ACC)  

Power supply:   1 set  
ACC output:  4 kV to 8 kV (continuously variable) for JST-3F or  

4 kV to 10 kV (continuously variable) for JST10F and JST-16F  
Note: Ripple component is 5% or less at maximum output  

B) Emission current  
(EMISSION/EMSN):  0 to 0.8 A (continuously variable) for JST-3F or  

0 to 1.0 A (continuously variable) for JST-10F or  
0 to 1.6 A (continuously variable) for JST-16F  

C) Maximum output:   3 kW (at 6 kV ACC) for JST-3F or  
10 kW (at 10 kV ACC) for JST-1OF or  
16 kW (at 10 kV ACC) for JST-16F  

D) Deflection coil exciting power (DEF)  
Power supply:   1 set  
Max. output current for  
deflection coil:  2A  

E) Scanning coil exciting power (SCAN)  
Power supply:   1 set 
Max. output current  
1) For X scanning coil (X SCAN COIL)  
 For EB deflection: DC +2 A  
 For EB scanning:  AC 8 Ap-p (50 Hz triangular wave) 

2) For Y scanning coil (Y SCAN COIL)  
 For EB deflection: DC +2 A  
 For EB scanning:  AC 8 Ap-p (500 Hz triangular wave) 

Note: Outputs for DEF COIL and SCAN COIL have been adjusted according to the type of GUN, the 
size of the crucible, etc. (Adjusted outputs are less than the above max. outputs.)  

F) Quick auto return function  
When JST-F is over loaded due to discharge, etc. ACC output is cut off for about 200ms and then return 
to the set ACC. 
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C) CONTROLLER and user's console  
l) INTLK cable with  

connector:    1 set, 6 m  
2) GUN ON cable with  

connector:    1 set, 6 m  
3) EMSN connector w/dummy  

connector:    For external EMISSION control  
4) EXT I connector w/dummy  

connector:    For external ACC and EMISSION controls  
5) EXT 2 connector w/dummy  

connector:    For external X/Y SCAN and X/Y POSITION controls  
6) X/Y MONITOR connector:  For X and Y scanning waveform monitoring  

 
8. Special Functions  

A) CONTROLLER on PS-RACK  
CONTROLLER is installable on PS-RACK when a single GUN is used.  
 

B) Remote controller for GUN parameter setting  
The setting unit with EMISSION, X/Y POSITION, X/Y SCAN controls can be removed from 
CONTROLLER and used as a remote controller using an extension cable for remote control.  
(One 6 m extension cable is provided.)  
 

C) Optional functions  
Refer to details described in “[7] OPTION 1” and “[8] OPTION 2”  
l) Arc discharge suppression (ST-AS1OF)  
2) 2-CUN selective operation spec. (ST-202, ST-204, ST-206 and ST-207)  
3) 2-CUN simultaneous operation spec. (ST-203 and ST-205)  
4) External control spec. (ST-EXTSIG)  

 
9. Dimensions and Weight  

A) PS-RACK:   570(W) x 760(D) x 1,545(H) mm,  
350 kg (JST-3F) or  
350 kg (JST-10F) or  
450 kg (JST-16F)  
 

B) CONTROLLER:  480(W) x 300(D) x 150(H) mm,  
9 kg 
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3. Functions of Units (standard circuits)  
This section describes the operation of the standard circuits and their components. In case modification, 

etc. are required for using an option, refer to “[7] OPTION l/[8] OPTIONS 2”. Since unit numbers may be 
changed by the use of an option, the HS101 ACC thyristor control unit will be described as HS-UNIT for 
instance.  

 

A) Center unit (V-UNIT)  
Structurally, this unit forms a power supply rack (PS-RACK) and incorporates all units other than the 

control unit (CONTROLLER).  
Electrically, this unit is composed of a power supply (PS) section of a 3-phase 200 V line and a 

high-voltage (HV) section, and uses different parts depending on the output (6 kW, 10 kW or 16 kW).  
The PS section, accommodated mainly in the middle rack of the PS-RACK, is composed of a nonfuse 

breaker, relays, current-limiting reactor, etc.  
The HV section, accommodated in the lower rack of PS-RACK, is composed of a HV step-up 

transformer, rectifying and smoothing circuits, accelerating voltage (ACC) detection circuit, emission 
current (EMISSION) detection circuit and a filament transformer. This section is dangerous and 
therefore requires due care for its handling. Also, opening the front, rear, right or left panel of the HV 
section actuates the door switch to cut off the application of ACC and filament heating current (FIL).  

 
1) Operation  

Turning the POWER switch (nonfuse breaker) to ON supplies 3-phase 200 V to PS-RACK, which 
enters a relay contact via the current-limiting reactor (the relay operates at ACC ON). At the same 
time, 200 V is supplied also to P-UNIT, bringing each fan into operation.  

The voltage supplied to HS-UNIT from the relay contact and controlled by a thyristor (SCR), is 
supplied to the primary side of the HV step-up transformer, thus generating a HV output in the 
secondary side. This voltage, after going through a rectifying circuit and a smoothing circuit, is 
supplied to the neutral point of the secondary side of the filament transformer. To the primary side of 
the filament transformer, the output (0 to 200 V) from G-UNIT is supplied to control FIL. 

The detection of ACC is carried out by resistance division at a reduction rate of l/1500. The circuit 
for EMISSION detection is designed so that voltage is +5 V at each maximum output.  

 
2) Description of components  
 POWER switch (NFB)  

This is a nonfuse breaker, with which the power needed for JST-F is supplied. When excessive 
current flows, this switch trips (the lever lowers to the halfway position) to open the circuit. When 
the switch has tripped, the switch can be set to ON by lowering the lever.  

When the switch is set to ON, the fan goes into operation (if the fan does not operate, check the 
input power supply and the fuse Fl (10A) of P-UNIT). Also, the OFF (POWER) switch on 
A-UNIT lights up. 
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 EMISSION meter (M2)  
Indicates the EMISSION (emission current) at ACC ON and FIL ON, and FIL (filament heating current) 

parameter at only FIL ON.  
There are the following three meter ranges selectable with the RANGE selection switch:  

RANGE 1: 0 to 120 mA  
RANGE 2: 0 to 720 mA  
RANGE 3: 0 to 2250 mA  

Note: In the case of filament current indication:  
300 mA (on the meter) corresponds to about 30 A (FIL).  
 
 EMISSION dial (VR5, 10-turn potentiometer)  

Used for setting the emission current (EMISSION). The maximum setting is 0.8 A (JST-3F), 
1A(JST-10F) and 1.6 A (JST-16F).  
When only FIL is ON with ACC OFF, this dial controls the filament heating current (FIL). FIL, though 
varying with the type of filament, is controlled to 30 to 40 A at max. (300 to 400 mA on the meter).  
 
 X-POSITION control (XP ADJ, VR1)  

Used for setting the EB X position.  
DEF indication on the meter is varied with JEBG-l02U and -163M, and XP indication with JEBC-203U 
and -303U.  

The operation range of XP ADJ can be adjusted to the crucible size by using XP GAIN controller 
(VR11 on CONTROLLER).  

 
 Y-POSITION control (YP ADJ, VR2)  

Used for setting the EB Y position.  
Varies the YP indication on the meter. However, when JEBG-163M is used, no indication is given.  

The operating range of YP ADJ can be adjusted to the crucible size by using YP GAIN controller 
(VR13 on CONTROLLER).  

 
 X-SCAN control (XS ADJ, VR3)  

Used for setting the EB X-SCAN (X scanning width).  
The XS indication on the meter is varied. However, when JEBG-163M is used, no indication and 
operation are carried out.  

The operating range of XS ADJ can be adjusted to the crucible size by using XS GAIN adjustment 
(VR12 on CONTROLLER).  

 
 Y-SCAN control (YS ADJ, VR4)  

Used for setting the EB Y-SCAN (Y scanning width).  
The YS indication on the meter is varied. However, when JEBG-163M is used, no indication and 
operation are carried out.  

The operating range of YS ADJ can be adjusted to the crucible size by using YS GAIN controller 
(VR14 on CONTROLLER).  

 
 E1 connector (CN1,24-pin)  

Used for connector (E1) to PS-RACK, +24 V line and for sequence line.
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 Accelerating voltage controller (VR15, ACC ADJ)  
The voltage range varies with the models.  

JST-3F: 4 kV to 8 kV  
JST-10F: 4 kV to 10 kV  
JST-16F: 4 kV to 10 kV  
 

 MODE SELECT ACC switch and indicator (S5, D24 red)  
Pressing the switch lights up the switch button red and indicates the value of ACC on the ACC/DEF/X 

SCAN meter (M1). When none of the MODE SELECT switches (S5 to S10) is pressed, ACC is selected 
and the red button lights up.  

 
 MODE SELECT DEF switch and indicator (S6, D25 green)  

Pressing the switch lights up the switch button green and indicates the DEF COIL current factor on M1. 
When JEBS-203U or -303U is used, the indicator and meter do not function.  

 
 MODE SELECT XP switch and indicator (S7, D26 yellow)  

Pressing the switch lights up the switch button yellow and indicates the factor of the POSITION current 
flowing through X-SCAN COIL. When JEBG-l02U or -163M is used, the indicator and meter do not 
function.  
 
 MODE SELECT XS switch and indicator (S8, D27 green)  

Pressing the switch lights up the switch button green and indicates the factor of the SCAN (scan width) 
current flowing through X-SCAN COIL. When JEBG-163M is used, the indicator and meter do not 
function.  

 
 MODE SELECT YP switch and indicator (S9, D28 yellow)  

Pressing the switch lights up the switch button yellow and indicates the factor of the POSITION current 
flowing through Y-SCAN COIL. When JEBG-163M is used, the indicator and meter do not function.  

 
 MODE SELECT YS switch and indicator (S10, D29 green)  

Pressing the switch lights up the switch button green and indicates the factor of the SCAN (scan width) 
current flowing through Y-SCAN COIL. When JEBG-163M is used, the indicator and meter do not 
function.  
Note: Turning on two or more MODE SELECT switches simultaneously will result in an abnormal meter 
indication. It is therefore necessary to press them on one by one.  
 
 Test points (TP1 and TP2)  

TP2 is used for DEF COIL current check terminal, and TP1 for ground.  
0 to +2 V (read out) correspond to 0 to 2 A (DEF COIL current).  
 
 Test points (TP3 and TP4)  

TP3 is used as a check terminal to measure VR9-adjusted voltage when low EMISSION control (EMSN 
FINE) is performed to improve the control accuracy in the external EMISSION control mode.  

TP3: 0 to -10 V, TP4: Ground 
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2. Shutter and Crystal Sensor of Film Thickness Monitor  
A) Shutter  

1) Install the shutter in an area that is at least 70 mm away from the top of the hearth (with crucible).  
 
2) The shutter should be made of a non-magnetic material such as stainless steel.  
 

B) Crystal sensor of thickness monitor 
1) Install the sensor at least 250 mm away from the evaporation source.  
 
2) Use a water cooling cover to cover the sensor if the temperature in the vacuum evaporation 

chamber (CHAMBER) reaches 250 C or more. Otherwise, the sensor crystal may malfunction.  
 

3) Cover the lead wire of the sensor with aluminum foil or the like.  
 
4) Do not expose the sensor directly to a heat source such as a halogen lamp.  
 

3. Power Supply Rack (PS-RACK) and Control Unit (CONTROLLER)  
A) Power supply and cables (to be provided by the user)  

1) Input power supply:  3 phase 200 V±10% 50/60 Hz  
 For JST- 3F: 10 kVA NFB(nonfuse breaker) capacity 40 A or more  
 For JST-10F:  15 kVA NFB 60 A or more  
 For JST-16F:  25 kVA NFB 100 A or more  

Note: When using a leakage breaker, select a rating of 70 to 100 mA. If the rating is lower, the breaker 
may operate at the time of discharge.  
 
2) Power input cables  

 For JST- 3F:  8 mm2  3-wire cable (4-wire)  
 For JST-10F:  8 mm2  3-wire cable (4-wire)  
 For JST-16F:  14 mm2  3-wire cable (4-wire)  

 
3) Grounding  

 Ground resistance:  10 ohms or less  
 Grounding cable:  14 mm2 or more  

 
4) Interlock:        Contact capacity should be 24 V/2 A or more...L load  

 Vacuum interlock: Provide a contact that closes at a vacuum evaporation chamber 
(CHAMBER) pressure of 6.65 x 10-2Pa (5 x 10-4 Torr) or less. 
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29) Set the X and Y SCAN knobs to minimum.  
 
30) Set the EMISSION dial to 0, and press the OFF switch (white lights up). 

 
31) Select ACC (red lights up) of the MODE SELECT switch. 

 
32) Press the ACC ON switch (white lights up). 

 
33) Set the accelerating voltage (ACC) with the ACC ADJ knob in CONTROLLER's panel recess while 

viewing the ACC/DEF/XY SCAN meter (black scale).  
For JST-3F:   ACC range 4 kV to 8 kV  
For JST-10F and JST-16F:  ACC range 4 kV to 10 kV  

 
34) Press the FIL ON switch (white lights up).  
 
35) Turn up the EMISSION dial to increase the emission current (EMISSION) while viewing the evaporant 

in the crucible, and set EMISSION allowing the electron beam (EB) position observation.  
(Several mA to 100 mA varies with the evaporant.)  
 

36) Align the EB position to the crucible center by turning the X POSITION knob.  
 

37) Select DEF (green lights up) of MODE SELECT, and remember the meter (green scale) indication.  
 

38) Set the X POSITION knob to the center, and adjust the variable resistor XP-BALANCE (5th from right, 
in the panel recess of CONTROLLER).  
Set it to the value that was remembered from the meter in step 37) above.  
Note: Set the X POSITION knob to the center. The EB position is set to the crucible center.  
 

39) Adjust the variable resistor XP-GAIN (4th from right, in the panel recess of CONTROLLER) so that the 
maximum EB position shift range in X direction is equal to the crucible diameter when the X POSITION 
knob is fully turned to the left and right. 

 
40) With the X POSITION knob set at its center position, adjust the variable resistor YP-GAIN (2nd from 

right, in the panel recess of CONTROLLER) so that the maximum EB shift range in Y direction is equal 
to the crucible diameter when the Y POSITION knob is fully turned left and right. 
At the same time, select YP (yellow lights up) of MODE SELECT, and be sure that the meter (orange 
scale) needle deflects 0 to left and right. 
Note: To adjust the meter operating range, use the variable resistor VR5 in CONTROLLER. 
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12) After keeping the EMISSION setting at the maximum for about 1 minute, set it to 0 and press the 

OFF(ACC and FIL) switch.  
Note: When the filament installed is a new one, set to the maximum in about 3 minutes and maintain the 
maximum setting for more than 5 minutes.  
 

13) Press ACC button of the MODE SELECT switch, and press the ACC ON switch.  
The ACC/DEF/XY SCAN meter (black scale) indicates the ACC value.  
Note: ACC ON is not possible when the FIL ON switch is lit.  
 

14) Press FIL ON. While watching the evaporant in the crucible of GUN, gradually raise EMISSION setting.  
When the electron beam (EB) can be recognized, set EB position by X/Y-POSITION knob operation.  

 
15) Set EB diameter by X/Y-SCAN knob operation.  

 
16) Perform degassing of the evaporant by raising EMISSION with EMISSION dial. The EMISSION value 

at this time differs with the evaporant used.  
Note: Abnormal discharge and splashing will be the result if the degassing is not thoroughly performed.  
 

17) Select needed RANGE for the EMISSION meter.  
RANGE 1 = 0 to 120 mA,  RANGE 2 = 0 to 720 mA,  RANGE 3 = 0 to 2,250 mA  
 

18) While watching the EMISSION setting on the meter, set EMISSION to the value desired.   
The maximum values are:  
JST-3F:  0 to 0.8 A,  JST-10F:  0 to 1 A,  JST-16F:  0 to 1.6 A  
 

19) When evaporation is complete, set the EMISSION dial to 0 and press OFF  
Press the OFF(POWER) switch on A-UNIT of PS-RACK.  
 

20) Do not turn off NFB of PS-RACK for about 5 minutes so that its interior does not cool down.  
 
21) Diagram of evaporation process  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Note: To obtain stable deposit film, setting of powers and times for SOAK 1 and SOAK 2 are important 
factors. 
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